Efficient expression of vip184DeltaP gene under the control of promoters plus Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequences of cry genes from Bacillus thuringiensis.
To compare vip184DeltaP gene expression time course and Vip184 protein yield under the control of promoters and Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequences of vip184, cry3A and cry1A gene from Bacillus thuringiensis respectively. Derived from the shuttle vector pHT3101, recombinant plasmids pHPT3, pHTP3A(Delta)P and pHTP1A(Delta)P were constructed with the native vip184 gene and the vip184(Delta)P gene, either under the control of promoters and SD sequences of cry3A or cry1A genes. When the above plasmids were transformed into an acrystalliferous B. thuringiensis strain Cry(-)B, their expression time course were consistent with those of vip184, cry3A and cry1A gene respectively. The maximum yields of Vip184 protein were increased when under the control of promoters plus SD sequences of cry3A and cry1A gene. The results showed that both cry3A and cry1A promoter/SD sequence combinations were able to enhance synthesis of Vip184 and change its expression time course. Both cry3A and cry1A promoter/SD systems offer a method for improving the expression efficacy of the vip184 gene in B. thuringiensis and it is possible to co-express the vip184 gene and cry genes and accumulate Vip184 in the form of inclusion bodies by these systems in order to construct novel useful B. thuringiensis engineered strains.